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Join the best – THE #1 IN TUBES

Tube Duesseldorf is the world's leading international trade fair for the tube and pipe industry.
It is the most important meeting point for the experts, specialists, innovators and global
market leaders of the industry. Whether the latest technologies or applications, the most
modern machinery or plant for the manufacturing and processing of tubes; special steel
solutions or light pipes made of composite or plastic materials, they are all presented at the
Tube. The trade fair provides professional visitors coming from around the world with
extensive information on the tube technology every two years. Tube is held parallel to wire,
the world’s leading trade fair for the wire and cable industry.

Categories

Raw materials, tubes and accessories

Tubes, ferrous and alloys●

Stainless steel (rustproof)●

Tubes, non-ferrous metal and alloys●

Tubes, plastic and composite●

Tubes, mineral raw materials●

Tubes made from various manufacturing and processing methods (welded, cold and hot●

drawn, pressed)
Conduits●

Construction tubes●

Tube accessories●

Tube manufacturing machinery

Casting●

Rolling, drawing, extruding●

Welding, soldering●

Heat treatment●

Tube processing equipment●

Duct winding machines●

Rebuilt and reconditioned machinery

Casting and forging●

Drawing, extruding, rolling●

Welding●

Surface- and heat treatment equipment●

Tube processing and finishing equipment●



Materials handling●

Measuring and control technology●

Process technology tools and auxiliaries

Continuous casting●

Pressing, extruding (dies, extrusion dies, arbors)●

Drawing (dies)●

Dies●

Rolling●

Welding, soldering (electrodes, solders)●

Cutting, deburring (saw blades, polishing wheels etc.)●

Auxiliary and operating materials●

Reconditioning●

Minimum lubrication for tube extrusion●

Other●

Measuring and control technology

Gauges●

Measuring systems●

Sensors and controllers (temperature, moisture, flow rate)●

Automatic control equipment●

Testing

Testing of raw materials●

Non-destructive testing of finished products●

Destructive testing of finished products●

Specialist areas

Plant engineering and construction●

Logistics●

Safety technology●

Environmental protection●

Restoration and reparation●

Grinding machines●

Sawblade grinding machines●

HF-electron tubes●

Data technology / production control●

Consulting and services●

Research and training●

Trade literature, publications●

Associations●

Trading, stockists of tubes of

Ferrous metal●

Non-ferrous metal and alloys●

Plastic and composite materials●



Fiber glass●

Glass●

Ceramic●

Concrete●

Fibre-cement●

Other●

Pipeline and OCTG technology

Pipeline construction●

Maintenance●

Surface coating●

Corrosion prevention systems●

Reconditioning of plant and equipment●

Pipe laying systems●

Welding equipment ERW, Spiral, Seam, MIG TIG●

Fittings●

Construction●

Planning, design, service●

Profiles and machinery

Profiles●

Machinery●

Plastic Tube Forum

Competence area waste disposal●

Competence area utility supply●

Competence area building technology●

Competence area industrial tubes and pipes●

Raw material●

Key Statistics

Exhibitors: 1,200 from 54 countries

Trade Visitors: 60,000 from 135 countries (together with wire)

Special Info

Cycle of event: Every two years

Held parallel to wire, the world’s leading international wire and cable trade fair

Link to the organizer’s website: Tube Duesseldorf

http://www.fairpros.com/fairs/wire/
http://www.tube-tradefair.com

